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1. Rules

I know that Estia Eichten (in these proceedings), has already discussed one

set of rules which describe massless composite fermions and the possible break-

ing of chiral symmetries, I’d just like to spend a few minutes now discussing

the status of some rules which have been proposed and also to emphasize a few

points, In particular, I will discuss (a) ‘t Hooft’s anomally conditions (and

left-right symmetric theories), (b) ‘t Hooft’s decoupling conditions (or per-

sistent mass hypothesis of Preskill and Wei~berg2), and (c) “tumbling ,,3vs no

“tumbling”.

(a) ‘t Hooft’s anomally conditions are by now well established, 4 However,-—-..— .— —.—

the anomally conditions are not sufficient to uniquely determine the spectrum of

massless composites, Additional dynamical assumptions (RULES) aru necessary in

order to obtain an unambiguous spectrum, FGr example, the

are only applicable when the strong interaction dynamics

forces) preserve the global chiral symmetries of the theory.

anomally conditions

(i,e,, the binding

If they are broken

hcwve:, then there is no nwd for massless composite fermions even if the con-

sistency conditiol]s have solutions. The breaking of the chiral symmetries Is a

dynamical question. This brings us to the subject of l~ft-right symm~tric

th?orie% such as QCD. IllQCD there is an SU(M)LOSU(M)R chlral symmetry, wherr

P i’, thp numhpr of left and right-hand~d quark flavors. Solutions can be found

!.r}?-11P ilF)fJI’fIfl]ly Cof](litlons” for ~)art~culnr values of M. However, we believe that
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theQCD forces create fermion condensates that break SU(M)LOSU(M)R to SU(M]vector

giving all M flavors a dynamical mass. The res~lting symmetry SU(M)vector does

not require any massless composite f~rmions and there are none.

What evidence do we have that left-right symmetric theories will gener-

require massless composite fermions,

1) Coleman and Witten5 have shown that in the large N limit of an SU(N)

gauge theory with fermions in the fundamental representation the

chiral symmetries are spontaneously broken.

2) It has been shown that the chiral symmetries are spontaneously brokel;

in an SU(N) lattice gauge theory with fermions in the fundamental

representation either by using a self-consistent strong coupling ex-

pansion6 or in Monte Carlo calculations which neglect in~ernal fermion

loops.
7,8

Thus it is evident that SU(N) gauge theories with M flavors of

left-right symmetric fernions in the fundament~! representation do not

lead to massless composite fermi~ns.

3) The situation for an O(N) gauge group with

sional repres~ntdtion is not as clear,

Kaplunovsky9 h~ve found evidence in an O(N)

fermions in the N dimen-

For example, Banks and

latt,lcegauge theor,y that

the chiral symmetries are unbroken and that rfrasslesscomposite fer-
fi

miens (solutiol;” to ‘t Hooft’s anomally conditions) exist.

10 summarize, it’s ~ dynamical question whether chiral synmnetries remain

unbroken in a theory, This question can De answered

techniques. It is crucial Information which can PI

in some cases with present

iminate certain classes of

.- .—
*
After this talk was qiven, 10we rer~ived a paper by J. Kogut, et al. who dis-

cuss chiral synum?trybr~aking in lattic.t?gauge th,eory. lhey find that for N = 3,

the chiral symmetries ar~ in fact spontaneouslj broken.
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es with regards to their use in constructing models of massless composte

fermiens.

(b) ‘t Hooft suggested that the anomally c~nditions should be supplemented

by the decoupling condition based on the Appelqui st-Carrazone theorem. Pi,

argued that the Appelqui st-Carrazone theorem would imply that if

the consistency conditions is found in which the constituent can

mass, then the composite fermion would also obtain a small mass

a solution to

obtain a small

(since it must

eventually decouple) and one

they are “unnatural”, i.e.,

remain massless under small

should throw out such solutions on the grounds that

if a particle is “naturally” massless, it should

changes in parameters. However, it has been real-

ized that the composite fermion may remain massless, even though its constituent

has a small mass, and still be consistent with the Appelqui st-Carrazone theorem,

i.e., if there is a phase transition when m
- ‘binding” ‘Abinding

=
constituent

binding scale.) The persistent mass hypothesis makes it a dynamical principle

that such phase transitions don’t occur and that mcompcsite is proportional to

12Recently Dimopctulos and Preskillll
‘constituent” and Bars and Yankielowicz

have made it very plausiblu that massleris composites can be made of massive con-

stituents. Their analysis relies on the dynamics of subgroup-alignment and 1

refer you to their papers for the details, To summarize, it is clear that the

d~couplinq condition as phrased in its strictest fo:m is not a direct conse-——

querce of the Appelqui st-Carrazone th~orem and is probably not valid as a gen-

eral rule.

(c) The phenomenon of tumbling (I.e. , a gauge qrouli breaking itself by

forming fermion comhnsates in a nontrivial r(’presentation) is the col~sequence
.

of a ~ule sugge5ted by Dimopoulos, Sussklnd, and myself, d !n some cases It has

no effect on the sl]ectrum of massle%s compo~fties whether or not th~ system

13actublly tumbles, This is a result of n principle of comi]liment.arity wh ich
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have no time to discuss now. In these cases tumbling manifests itself on the

the structure of intermediate scales. There do exist cases

tumbling is signalled by the presence of phase boundaries in

distinguish the broken and unbroken chiral phases. (These are

complimentary examples. )

however in which

the system which

necessarily non-

Consider the gauge group SU(6) with one left-handed multiplet of fermions

in the 20-dimensional representation. The fermion field is given by the ex-

pression

‘[ijk]
i,j,k=l,. ..,~ (1)

and [ijk] denotes anti-symmetrization. It is easy to see for this system that

it is not possible to break chirality without simultaneously breaking either

L~rentz invariance or SU(6), Consider the Lorentz scalar, gauge invariant

operator

,.ijkrst _ o
“[ijk]y[rst]’ (2)

It vanishes by Fermi statistics. The next possible channel in which a cor~den-

sate might form is then qivcn by the Lorentz scalar

~jkrstfl ~ of
‘[{jk]’i[rst]’ i’

(3)

This is actually the Maximally Attractive Channel as defined in Ref. 3. If Ij:

condenses it will break SU(6). One pos+ihle breaking pattern Is
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SU(6) + SU(3)8SU(3)@U(l) . (4)

In the symmetric phase there are no finite energy fermion states. Whereas in

the broken phase there are SU(3]OSU(3) singlet fermions carrying long range U(1)

forces. There also exist U(l) monopoles in this phase. Whether or not the

system tumbles is thus a dynamical question which deserves further study.

four

Recently Eichten and Feinberg
14 have argued that tumbling does not occur in

dimensions. They find, in a perturkltive ap~roximation, that the gauge

contributions to the vacuum energy dominate over the Fermion contributions and

tend to preserve the symmetric phase. A. D’Adds, et al.,ls on the

have studied the non-Abelian generalization of CPn models in 2

These models contain an SU(12) local gauge symmetry in addition to a

invariance. They find, in a l/n expansion, that the local SU(f)

breaks down due to the formation of the fermion bilinear condensate

‘(afi) ❑ ‘*Ru$L~> + 0 “

other hand,

dimensions.

global U(n)

gauge group

(5)

a,P= l). ..lfl. ~ie~rly, much work must still be done to understand the tumbling

p9enome70n.

2. Mass Generation Mechanisms.—.- .-.— —.— -—— —

We have all these massless composite fermions flying around and we’d like

to give them some small masses m <~ A
binding”

Recall the reason why they are

massless is due to an exact chiral symmetry G,lavor which as a result of

‘t Hooft’s anumally conditions protrcts these fermions from getting mass.
*

Thus ,

*
For a discussion of this point see [. Eichten, In these proceedings.
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in order to obtain mass, we must break Gflavor and the degree to which Gfl is

broken determ’

breaking.

fleS the ratiO ~/Ab. riding. I am aware cf four mechanisms for this

1) Weak qauqing I16

In this scenario Gfl is assumed to spontaneously break to a subgroup Hfl

as a result of the strong interaction dynamics, Consider an irreducible repre-

sentation under Gf, of massle;s composite fermions--sol utions to the anomally

conditions for Gfl. This becomes a reducible representation under the subgroup

‘f]”
Not all of these states are protected by Hfl and in fact it is easy to

see that some obtain mass either directly from the many fermion condensate that

brOke Gfl ‘“”fl
or vla instantons and the condensate.

NGf,) = 1 Di(Hfl)

9i

I
.—kd r -- ?-l– ---”-- 1

I I

(Fig. 1)

The solid box represents the irreducible representation C)(G,,) and the small

boxes are Di(Hf,). The shaded area is the irreducible ~epresentatlon of tifl

with mass of order A
Bi~ding”
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Now imagine weakly gauging a subgroup Gw of Gfl so that Gw is not contaitled

in Hf,, but explicitly br~aks Hfl. Then the fermions which are protected by Hfl

~~11 obtain mass radiatively via weak exchanges. This is represented by the

wiggly lines in the figure above, i.e. , the weak exchanges take

Into massive ones. These corrections will typically be of order

2
m ‘aAbinding’ a ‘binding

where a is the weak fine structure constant.

2) Weak gauging 1117

1“ ‘his ‘Cenario ‘fl does not spontaneously

subgroup Gw of Gf, we can explicitly break Gfl

massless states

(6)

break. However, by gauging a

to Gw@ U(l)x where U(l)x is a

global chiral symmetry. U(l)x is then broken by weak instantons to the discrete

i#
sym”,.$try e where N = Z Xi, Xi is the charge of the 1“th fermion emitted by

i
an instanton with topological charge v = 1. The massless composites then obtain

mass via weak exchanges in conjunction with a weak instanton.

. x
v’2

%,+X2 = PI

(Fig. 2)



The mass is of order

‘4x/a(ABinding )
m - a(ABinding )e ‘“Binding “

(7)

3) Strong qa~ginq
18

We gauge a subgroup GTC of Gfl such that at some 5cale ATC << ABinding the

forces associated with GTC beccme strong. It is also assumed that at the scale

‘TC those massless composite fermions carrying the strong force condense and

obtain dynamical masses of order ATC. We now argue that even those mcssless

composite fermions which do not feel TC forces will obtain a mass

A:C
m- ~“

(8)

Binding

This is because at energies E << ABintling
there probably exist residual non-

renormalizable interactions among the massless compo:)ities. For examp?e, there

can be four Fermi interactions of the form

lW.——. (9)

‘Binding

with the global

and condense, we

symmetry Gfl. Clearly, if two of the states carry GTC forces

obtain a mass for the other two of the form



+ ‘OTC*TC>W
‘Binding

or

10

(lo)

A;C

‘“~ “
Binding

4) Unification

This scenario inc’udes the extended Technicolor ideas as a simple example

(see Ref. 19 for further discussion). One just imagines that all the fermions

in an ETC scencrio are bound stat~s of some strong interaction with a binding

scale much larger than AETC.

In addition, we have the following possibility discussed recently by Abbott,

et al.20 Consider a strong group GS19GS2 where GSi are simple group’,. Include

fermions transforming under GS18GS2 such that there exists a global chiral sym-

metry Gfl. As a result of GSl@GS2 the elementary fermions bind at a scale

‘Binding ‘AS1 - ‘S2
forming massless composite fermions which transform under

‘flu
If we now unify GS18GS2 into a simple group GS= G51@G52 at a scale

‘u ‘> ‘Binding
and at the same time break Gfl, then some of the composite fer-

mions will obtain mass. As an example, consider G5 = SU(5)3 GSl@GS2 = SU(3)S@

SU(2)L where SU(2)L can be thought of as a strong version of the standard~ak

SU(2)L 21 and SU(3)S is a new strong interaction not to be confused with

slJ(3)colcr. The breaking SU(5) + SU(3)S8SU(L)L OCCUrs at,a sCale Ail>> ABindin9

* AS- A2L. Consider the following left-handed fermion states with their

SU(3)#SU(2)L quantum numbers:
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‘Si (3,2) s =1,2,3c SU(3)S

i =1,2 & SU(2)L

-# (3,1)

(5,1)

~ is a spectat~r to the strong interactions. The flavqr symmetry is

‘fl = SU(2)AB8 U(l)

(11)

(12)

where the U(1) has no strong anomalies. ‘t Honft’s anomally conditions can be

solved and we find the massless composites

(13)

transforming as a doublet under SU(2)AB. Note that according to the scenario of

a strong SU(2)L,21 these massless composites are to be associated with, for

example, the u e doublet and the standard weak interactions are associated with

the residual 4 Fermi interactions which result from the binding forces SU(3)#

SU(2)L. In this context, the singlet ~ is to be associated witt, the left-handed

positron. We now show that the broken SU(5) interactions generate an electron

mass. Under SU(5) the states of Eq. (11) transform as follows:



lil~~T;

G3F* .

The broken SU(!i) forces tnen induce the following mass term

or

(14)

(15)

A3
m Bindinq
e - —-r “

u

To summarize, we have discussed four mechanisms to give a small mass m c<

‘Binding
to massless composite ferrnions. These are the tools for constructing

realistic models. We note finally that they have been discussed separatel~ for

pedagogical purposes but clearly they can be used in tandem when building

models.

-3. Generat.io~ Number

The origin of the different generations of quarks and leptons is a long-

standing pu:zle. In th(’context of compo%ite models, the three generations of

quarks and lepton, must ~ppear in the first approximation as three sets of mass-

lcss composite fermions in identical representations of a continuous flavor

symmetry Gfl with a conserved generation number distinguishing them. In addi-

tion, the generation symnutry is preferably a d~screte one in order to avoid
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massles~ Goldstone bosons that would occur if we would spontaneously break a

continuous symmetry. Harari and Seiberg22 have shown that in a class of rishon

models there exist U(1) generation symmetries that are automatically broken to a

discrete generation symmetry due to strong interaction instantons. Recently

Eichten and ?reshi1123 have found solutions to the anomally conditions with this

property. I’d like to conclude this talk with one of their examples. We con-

sider the strong interaction group GS = SU(N) with N = 4(2m + 1), m a positive

integer. The left-handed fermions are

+ij)

‘[ij]

9“la

where i,j = 1,...,N L SU(N). The symbo

lhe flavor symmetry Gf, of the model is

‘fl
= SU(8)8U(1)8U(1)

(16)

a = 18,. .,,

s () ([]) mean (anti-) symmetrization.

which we ,~ssume is spontaneously broken to }! =
fl

SU(8)8U(1)G where the genera-

tion number G is given DJ

G ~ 8(m+ l)N - 8mN -
Q x

and N counts @ states, etc.
@

are the ma<sless composites

6(2m + l)N
+’

The solutions to the anomally conditions for Hf,
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We thus find 2m+ 1 generations in the 28 dimensional representation of SU(8)

with generation numbers G = -4(4m+l), -4(4m-1), . . . ,-4. If we now letm = 1 and

N= 12, we find 3 generations. Preski1123 has then shown one way for obtaining

a nontrivial mass spectrum for these states by gauging the flavor group SU(8) in

an exter~ded Technicolor scenario. We note that when SU(8) is gauged, instantons

of the strong Technicolor (SU(8) ~ GTC = SU(4)) forces break U(l)G to the dis-

crete symmetry

where AG = 54 and the 3 generations have multiplicative charges e
-2m(20/54)

*

e-271i(12/54) ~-2rti(4/54)
* The discrete generation symmetry is then spon-

taneously broksn by the strong Technicolor forces, enabling all the ferminns

to obtain mass,

To conclude, much progress has been made in und(’rstandinq light composite

fermions. Clearly, much more work is necessary before we shall obtaifl a real-

istic model of composite quarks and Ieptons.
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